
Idea of North presents a series of displays 
and projects that play with the convention of 
the ‘expo’ exhibition. Purposely built pavilions 
and architectural constructions are guest 
curated to explore and connect the past with 
the future, reflecting on stories of a proud 
northern identity. Addressing a sense of 
community, place and collective belonging, 
Idea of North makes connections between 
historical moments, and individual stories.

Through architecture, photography, music, 
design and culture, the enduring resilience 
and transforming spirit of a northern  
identity is justly celebrated. Idea of North 
draws inspiration from literature and in 
particular Peter Davidson’s book The Idea 
of North (2005). The book opens by posing 
questions such as ‘Where does North begin 
& end?’, and ‘What is it to be northern?’, 
conveying the sense that we all carry our own 
sense of the North within us. 

These questions pervade the exhibition, 
serving as BALTIC’s response to this 
summer’s Great Exhibition of the North.

Guest curated displays form key parts of 
the exhibition, with a major presentation 
developed by photographer and filmmakers 
Sirkka-Liisa Konttinen and Ellin Hare, 
both founding members of Amber Film 
& Photography Collective, alongside 
Carlota González Miguez. Amber’s 50 
year commitment to documenting working 
class and marginalised communities in 
North East England is celebrated here. The 
exhibition explores the representation of 
women and girls in the North East by female 
photographers Marketa Luskacova, Tish 
Murtha, Karen Robinson, Sirkka-Liisa 
Konttinen and Isabella Jedrzejczyk whose 
classic and contemporary documentation 
offers a powerful insight into the stark realities 
of North East life between the 1970s to the 
present day. 
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Idea of North has been formed in 
correspondence with an extensive range of 
writers, academics, architects and artists. 
It has also been developed through a 
programme of new writing with northern 
writers including Adelle Stripe, Michael 
Chaplin, and poets Sean O’Brien and W.N 
Herbert. Different ways of imagining past, 
present and future have been developed with 
applied comics group Lydia Wysocki, Britt 
Coxon and Mike Duckett.

In the closing pages of Paul Morley’s book 
The North (2013) the author and music critic 
writes how his book could serve ‘as a set 
of instructions so that anyone interested 
could write their own book about the north, 
their North’. Encouraging the reader to now 
imagine it for themselves, he writes ‘the North 
that is written is a hallucination as much as 
it is a history, a non-fiction dream of what 
might have been rather than a documented 
expression of the definite’.

Both Davison and Morley’s writings suggest 
a place for a way of looking at what is here 
and echo how we all carry our own idea of 
north within us. Morley writes ‘To find the 
North means always coming back to it? The 
North has also become the North because of 
those that have moved here, and those that 
have stayed and have added to its complexity. 
Is it a definite geographical location or a state 
of mind?’

A series of workshops, talks & events will 
accompany Idea of North. To find out more 
visit baltic.art/tickets
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Image: Whitley Bay 1978. Courtesy Amber / L. Parker 
Stephenson Photographs. Photo: Sirkka-Liisa Konttinen.  

The Great Exhibition of the North is the 
biggest event in England this year. The 80-day 
Exhibition, taking place 22 June – 9 September 
2018 across NewcastleGateshead, celebrates 
great art and culture, design and innovation.  
It is free to attend and tells the inspiring story 
of the North of England and how its innovators, 
businesses, artists and designers have shaped 
our present and are inspiring our future.  
www.getnorth2018.com

Artists & Contributors: 
Larry Achiampong / David Blandy / John 
Davies / Purva Chawla / Adele Orcajada 
/ MaterialDriven / Julia Heslop / Crisis 
Newcastle / Chris Killip /  Pauline Murray 
/ Kuba Ryniewicz / Paul Smith / Esther 
Salamon / Gateshead Music Collective / Matt 
Stokes / Jimmy Turrell / Ryder Architecture / 
Claire Harper / James Perry / Amber Film & 
Photography Collective / Sirkka Liisa Konttinen 
/ Tish Murtha / Isabel Jedrzejczyk / Karen 
Robinson / Marketa Luscka čová / Ellin Hare / 
Michael Chaplin / Adelle Stripe / Sean O’Brien 
/ W.N. Herbert / Lydia Wysocki / Applied 
Comics / Newcastle City Futures / NEPN

Idea of North is devised and curated by 
Alessandro Vincentelli, BALTIC Curator of 
Exhibitions & Research



This timely collection of 57 photographs 
provides a visibility to artists and subjects 
that have not historically been given the same 
platform as their male counterparts

Architectural feats of imagination from past, 
present and future have been recreated in 
collaboration with Ryder Architecture. The 
modernist master plan TyneDeck, proposed 
in 1969, is represented as an architectural 
model demonstrating a radical utopian vision 
of a transformed NewcastleGateshead 
Quayside. Commentary texts and responses 
from Chi Onwurah MP, Professor Mark 
Tewdwr Jones, Professor Steve Graham 
and Professor Linda Anderson and Owen 
Hatherley are displayed alongside Ryder & 
Yates’ (Ryder Architecture) experimental 
vision, allowing us to imagine our own future 
cities. This is joined by photographer John 
Davies City State series and an additional 
display by photographer Kuba Ryniewicz, 
who updates these iconic modernist  
Tyneside locations through a fashion shoot 
with local artists.

In response to the theme of future thinking, 
guest curators Material Driven (Adele 
Orcajada and Purva Chawla) collaborate 
alongside local artists and makers TILT 
Workshop in creating a constructed geodesic 
dome that looks to innovation through 
sustainable dynamic materials. The dome’s 
experimental design, with its highly efficient 
use of building materials, demonstrates an 
ecological awareness that is central to the 
company’s approach. The dome will serve as 
a platform for workshops and seminars.

Continuing on a similar narrative, 
PROTOHOME addresses issues including 
the housing crisis, homelessness and 
participation in the built environment. Created 
on site at BALTIC, in collaboration with 
members of Crisis (the national charity for 
single homelessness), PROTOHOME is a 
self-built pavilion which displays provocations 
for more sustainable and participatory forms 
of housing. It presents Harper Perry’s Self 
Build Guild and documentation of the first 
iteration of PROTOHOME in the Ouseburn 

Valley, Newcastle. Following the exhibition, 
the structure will be relocated and extended 
to form a new community space at the Holy 
Biscuit, Shieldfield, Newcastle.

BALTIC have commissioned a new film by 
David Blandy and Larry Achiampong that 
combines footage of Hadrian’s Wall with 
computer gaming visuals drawn from popular 
video game Skyrim. Hadrian’s Wall stands 
as an iconic northern frontier which stretches 
across almost 80 miles, coast-to-coast.The 
installation generates a hypnotic fantastical 
tale which conveys the story of a land that 
isolated itself into near extinction. Visitors can 
view the work by sinking into the ergonomic 
seats for this unique spectacle.

Music subcultures have often provided a 
sense of community and belonging that 
shape people’s lives and identities. Chris 
Killip’s compelling images document the 
self-organised cultures of the period. Anti-
establishment attitudes and faded fashions 
of punk are rife throughout this series which 
captures a young rebellious ‘pogoing’ 
generation. The Station, Gateshead was an 
independent live music venue which played 
host to numerous punk bands throughout the 
early eighties. Killips’ interest in the political 
and social issues of that era naturally brought 
him to the venue, where anti-establishment 
youngsters embraced emptiness and anger 
and turned it into noise. 

Matt Stokes’ Real Arcadia focuses on remote 
‘cave raves’ that took place in rural North 
West England, during the late 1980s and 
early 90s. Dreamlike snapshots taken by an 
organiser during lulls between the raves are 
shown on a temporary structure, incorporating 
videos that offer the perspective of outside 
authorities onto this self-organised scene. 
Alongside this, Stokes presents a morphing 
sound system, sparked by reconstructing 
the speaker stacks that were first used in 
the caves. These elaborate speaker systems 
were the beating heart employed by ravers to 
create improvised environments, which reflect 
this motivated, self-organised, spontaneous 
movement.


